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ABSTRACT
The U.S. Supreme Court is isolated from the public, yet dependent on high levels of public support to maintain its legitimacy. Due to its distance, the media has great control over how the nation’s highest court is presented to the public. Partisan news outlets cater their stories to audiences with distinct ideological beliefs, reinforcing them while opposing opposite beliefs. This can lead to partisan polarization, which has previously been exclusive to the political realm. However, recent polls have revealed an existing party gap in the Supreme Court’s level of public support, which implies a politicization of the judiciary branch. When the Supreme Court appears to be just another political institution or simply an extension of the other two governmental branches, its integrity is greatly impaired, and, as a consequence, the public’s confidence in the Justices is likely to deteriorate. This study analyzes Fox News’ and MSNBC’s news coverage of two political stance aligns with the Court’s decision, the Supreme Court is presented as an apolitical institution, whereas it is politicized when the decision is contrary the channel’s partisan stance. This implies that the partisan divide, once only common to the political realm has now reached the judiciary.

INTRODUCTION
"Judicial tyranny" (Kelly, 2015, p. 2) or "American justice" (Maddow, 2015, p. 3)? These two, vastly divergent evaluations illustrate the asymmetrical nature of the partisan news’ coverage of Supreme Court decisions that seemingly divide the Justices along the partisan line. As news outlets that clearly position themselves on different poles1 on the ideological scale, Fox News and MSNBC reinforce their audiences’ ideological views by framing their reports accordingly. Moreover, news framing can affect the public’s understanding and evaluation of events and actors. Considering that the Supreme Court is isolated from the public, yet dependent on high levels of public support, it follows that the media’s framing of the judiciary is crucial for the Court to maintain its legitimacy. Hence, the present study explores how partisan outlets, Fox News and MSNBC in particular, frame the Supreme Court.

The current state of the American news media landscape can be described with one word: change. First of all, newspaper readership has been declining for several years, and with advancing technology, television and online news has become more popular. Second, the speed with which information can be disseminated has increased dramatically, and with the advent of 24-hour news channels, such as Fox News and MSNBC, it became possible for the media to react to current events almost immediately, without having to interrupt the usual program. Third, viewers are now offered an abundance of choice of TV channels, and therefore they have greater control over the shaping of their media consumption (Prior, 2005, 2007; Sunstein, 2001). On the one hand, this means that following the news has become a conscious choice because there is a great array of alternative programs. On the other hand, this also provides the politically interested the opportunity to

---

1 Describing Fox News and MSNBC as different poles on the ideological scale should not be interpreted as defining both outlets as binary opposites; rather, this serves as a means to emphasize their conflicting positions.
select what kind of political views they want to encounter while watching the news and which ones they want to mute. These channels that cater to distinct audiences with distinct ideological views are referred to as partisan channels. These outlets create a strong sense of community for their audience by treating in-group members far more positively than out-group members. In contrast to favorable views, opposing ones are generally marginalized and presented as alien and incompatible with the target audience’s views. Thus, opposing views are strongly criticized or even attacked, whereas the audience’s own ideological stance is defended and reinforced. Being constantly exposed to one-sided news coverage that bolsters personally held beliefs can also encourage the public to form more radicalized and polarized opinions. This attitude polarization can possibly lead to far-reaching derogatory consequences for a well-functioning democratic system, such as decreasing trust in the opposition. With regard to the recent event of Antonio Scalia’s death and the ongoing appointment process of his successor, it becomes obvious that this polarization can also affect the Supreme Court. To briefly explain, according to Article 2 of the U.S. Constitution to appoint a federal judge the President nominates a candidate with the advice and consent of the Senate. Then, the Senate Judicial Committee holds a hearing to assess the candidate’s suitability and votes once the hearing has been performed. If there are no objections to the nominee’s character or qualifications, that person is confirmed within only a short time. However, the recent nomination of Merrick Garland is quite different. Since the Senate, currently dominated by the Republican Party, refuses even to hold hearings for any candidate proposed by President Obama (Yuhas & Helmore, 2016), Garland’s appointment process has lasted for 4 months up until now. This current issue indicates that the partisan polarization, which once was only common to the political sphere, has now reached the judiciary branch as well.

As a consequence, the public’s evaluation of the Supreme Court has become increasingly influenced by their partisan stance (Drake, 2016; Jones, 2015). The distance the Court keeps to the media is meant to encourage viewing the institution as distinctively different from the other two branches of government, yet this distance also entails that the media has great control over how the Court is presented to the public. As already mentioned, partisan news outlets cover politically laden issues from different ideological perspectives. The technique, which is used to communicate the channels’ messages, is referred to as framing. To put it simply, framing augments certain aspects of a story by increasing their salience, while it omits others, in order “to promote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution” (Entman, 2003). As previous studies have shown, framing can affect how the public understands certain issues (Pan, Meng, & Zhou, 2010) and how it evaluates political actors or institutions (Carlin & Winfrey, 2009). Thus, news frames can provide valuable information about what it is exactly that distinguishes one partisan channel from another and by what means these outlets communicate their distinct views. Despite the existing body of framing research, little has been done that explicitly explores how the Supreme Court is presented by partisan channels or whether the media in general. Previous research has mostly focused on how the public actually perceives the Court (Scheb & Lyons, 2001), how symbols of judicial authority in news reports affect public support after controversial decisions (Gibson et al., 2010), and how the media frames particular Supreme Court nominees or decisions (Gibson & Caldeira, 2009). Considering that the Court is exceptionally dependent on high levels of public support, and since the media provides most of the information the public uses to form an opinion about the Court, it is of concern to shift the focus in framing research from how the media can possibly influence public support for the Court to how the Court is actually represented by the media. Given the existing party gap in levels of support for the Supreme Court (McCarthy, 2015), this new focus gives special importance to partisan channels and raises the question if these outlets present the Court as politicized. Hence, the purpose of this qualitative study is to analyze how Fox News and MSNBC frame the U.S. Supreme Court. Revealing in how far channels with opposing ideological views differ in framing the Supreme Court could offer an explanation for the divergent levels of public support. Moreover, this study adds to the already-existing knowledge of news framing as a means to communicate and reinforce ideological beliefs and sheds light on how partisan channels politicize the nation’s highest court.

When the Supreme Court appears to be just another political institution or simply an extension of the other two governmental branches, its integrity is greatly impaired, and, as a consequence, the public’s confidence in the Justices to make fair and impartial decisions is likely to deteriorate. Yet, public confidence is fundamental for the Court to function properly, given that a dramatic decline in public support could result in the non-implementation of its rulings, which would undermine its legitimacy. As a consequence, the Justices could become inclined to decide in favor of the dominant political party to restore their legitimacy and functionality. The media’s power to shape the public’s understanding of democratic institutions and the fact that public disapproval of the high Court has risen to a 30-year record high (Drake, 2016; McCarthy, 2015), once again underline the importance of understanding how the media in general and partisan news in particular frame the Supreme Court.

For the purpose of contributing to a better understanding of the divergent nature of partisan news, the present study analyzes Fox News’s and MSNBC’s evening news coverage following the Supreme Court decisions in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby and Obergefell v. Hodges and addresses the following primary research question: How do Fox News and MSNBC frame the Supreme Court when its decision does or does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs? To support and
enhance those findings, the distribution of contributors during the coverage and the terminology used to refer to the Supreme Court are analyzed subsequently. First, a qualitative frame analysis is conducted in order to reconstruct the channels’ narratives. Since only few studies have explored the Supreme Court’s representation in the news, the transcripts are coded through an inductive approach, which does not limit the analysis to previously defined categories but allows for the frames to emerge from the material. Subsequent to identifying the frames, the transcripts are quantitatively coded to determine the channels’ contributor and terminology patterns, which provide further insight into the channels’ framing strategies.

The present study rests on three basic assumptions. First, the media has the power to affect the public’s understanding and perception of events and actors. This assumption is based on the premise that although the media does not tell the audience what to think directly, it suggests what to think about by highlighting specific aspects of a story and, thereby, ascribing greater importance to those elements. Hence, those aspects become more salient, which means that the audience is more likely to accept and consider them. Second, it is assumed that partisan news channels reflect their target audience’s ideology. This assumption rests on the premise that all news outlets face the issue of audience competition and, as a means to address that problem, partisan channels shape their programs in a way that attracts an audience with specific ideological perspectives. Third, it is assumed that ideological beliefs and party identification are closely connected. This assumption is based on polls that show that Republicans mostly identify themselves as conservatives, whereas Democrats refer to themselves as liberals (“Political Polarization in the American Public,” 2014).

Still, the present study is limited in its scope. On the one hand, the sample size is relatively small considering that it only includes the transcripts of two partisan channels’ coverage of two Supreme Court decisions. On the other hand, qualitative research methods raise the issues of replicability and objectivity. Nevertheless, a qualitative approach allows for an in-depth analysis, which is especially valuable for research on topics only little attention has been devoted to yet. The study’s limitations are addressed again and further explained in Chapter 3.

The present study understands partisan channels to be outlets that reinforce a particular ideological perspective through slanted2 reports (Levendusky, 2013a, b), and, accordingly, Fox News and MSNBC can be defined as such (Chalif, 2011). Ideology is considered to be a system of distinct values and views, which provides specific means to make sense of the world (Eagleton, 1991). With regard to Fox News and MSNBC, previous research has shown that the channels represent conservative and liberal ideological values, respectively. To briefly explain in how far both ideologies are different from each other, it is useful to look at their core values. In general, liberals value empathy, need-based fairness, and a government that protects its people equally, whereas conservatives attribute more importance to discipline, self-reliance, and individual responsibility (Lakoff, 2006).

PARTISAN MEDIA

With the advent of cable television, the American media landscape began to offer a broad variety of TV channels, including news channels that cater to specific partisan groups. As Mutz (2006) argues, the availability of partisan news channels should encourage selective exposure (Hollander, 2008; Stroud, 2008) because audience members can find news programs that are compatible with their views more easily. Consequently, viewers that identify themselves as conservative and/or Republican are more likely to choose conservative outlets, such as Fox News, while blocking out more liberal channels like MSNBC (Stroud, 2007). The same would be true in reverse (Stroud, 2007). Although the present study does not examine possible effects that partisan news might have on the American public, these effects are the reason for why it is important to analyze which strategies are used by those outlets. Hence, they are addressed briefly.

Partisan news channels constantly reinforce and strengthen their target audience’s political beliefs, while adopting a hostile position toward opposing views at the same time. As previous studies have revealed, further fragmentation of the U.S. media landscape can lead to further polarization and radicalization of the two ideological views (Holbert, Garrett, & Gleason, 2010, Jamieson & Cappella, 2008, Stroud, 2010; Sunstein, 2009a). As a consequence, it is possible that trust in the opposition decreases and, therefore, reluctance to compromise increases (Morris, 2007), which could ultimately result in decreasing support for bipartisanship altogether (Chalif, 2011; Jamieson & Capella, 2008, Levendusky, 2013b, Morris & Francia, 2010; Smith & Searles, 2012).

These effects can have a tremendous impact on American politics, yet some scholars question the actual impact of partisan channels. On the one hand, the American media landscape offers an abundance of program choices nowadays (Arceneaux & Johnson, 2013), which means that it is possible to tune out of news programs altogether and resort to entertainment channels instead. Three decades ago, the media offered only limited choices and news were consumed by default but due to the emergence of a high-choice media system, watching the news has become a conscious choice. In addition, this proliferation of alternatives also means that when choosing to watch the news, viewers can tailor their experience exactly to their preferences (Prior, 2005; Sunstein, 2001, 2009b). For one, this translates into the choice between partisan and network news. As statistics show, partisan channels have far smaller audiences compared to network news (Holcomb 2016, Matsa 2016), which is another reason

2 Entman (2007) defines slant as “framing [that] favors one side over the other in a current or potential issue.”
to question the gravity of their impact. Yet, partisan channels reported a recent increase in viewership numbers (Holcomb 2016, Matsa 2016). Moreover, it has also been shown that their viewers are politically active and more influential as compared to other groups within American society (Arceneaux & Johnson, 2013; Bai, 2009; Jamieson & Cappella, 2008; Levendusky, 2013a,b; Prior 2013; Holcomb 2016). Generally speaking, the importance of partisan channels rests on the fact that they are part of the American media system and, thus, contribute to shaping public discourse. But how exactly do partisan channels communicate their views? Partisan channels typically broadcast one-sided coverage that reinforces their target audience’s political beliefs (Aday, 2010; Aday, Livingston, & Hebert, 2005; Chalif, 2011; Jamieson & Cappella, 2008; Levendusky, 2013a,b; Smith & Searles, 2012). In addition, they create a sense of community for their viewers by treating in-group members favorably, while marginalizing out-group members and presenting them as threatening and erroneous (Jamieson & Cappella, 2008). One way to achieve this divergent perception is to alter the groups’ visibility by dedicating unequal broadcast time to them. This is what Morris and Francia’s (2010) study on media bias in the coverage of the National Party Convention 2004 found. The study’s results show that by giving Republican candidates more airtime than their Democratic counterparts, Fox News grants the Republican Party a greater opportunity to present themselves. However, it can be just as damaging for candidates to receive publicity from partisan channels. As Smith’s (2012) analysis of Fox News’s and MSNBC’s programs during the 2008 presidential elections reveals, both channels in fact set the primary focus on the candidate opposite to their audiences’ political stance. Yet, those segments serve to attack the candidates as well as to present their views as alien and unreasonable. Another example is the coverage of John Kerry’s presidential campaign; conservative news outlets used four specific methods to disparage the candidate: “extreme hypotheticals, ridicule, challenges to character, and association with strong negative emotion” (Jamieson & Cappella, 2008, p. 6). Hence, opposing views do in fact find their way into partisan programs. However when they do, they are strongly criticized and used to defend and reinforce the audience’s political stance. In contrast, the general coverage is more affirmative and a more positive tone is used when partisan channels cover candidates, whose ideology and party coincide with their audiences’ preferences (Morris & Francia, 2010). Therefore, it can be claimed that the audiences’ own views are augmented while counterarguments are not presented in a fair or balanced manner. This is an important point because of the tendency to dismiss information that challenges personal beliefs (Taber, Cann, & Kucsova, 2008; Taber & Lodge, 2006). Those beliefs appear even more reasonable and are more easily accepted when counterarguments are not presented in a convincing way. To give an example, a content analysis of reports on global warming on CNN, MSNBC, and Fox News reveals that Fox News employed a more dismissive tone in those segments. In addition, Fox News included more voices that doubt global warming and the channel’s viewers were also more likely to question the existence of global warming as compared to the other channels (Feldman, Maibach, Roser-Renouf, & Leisetritz, 2011).

To sum up, partisan channels use strategies, such as source selection and tone, to present one-sided accounts that reinforce their audiences’ viewpoints while marginalizing opposing views.

**FRAMING**

Another strategy that partisan outlets use to convey their messages is framing. Framing was first understood in a sociological context referring to interpretative schemes that allow individuals or groups to make sense of their everyday world and experiences (Goffman, 1974). Frames facilitate efficient, cognitive processing of new information by categorizing it into preexisting groups, instead of treating it as something entirely unfamiliar. Frames are present throughout the media’s entire communicative process: journalists use them to structure news texts, their sources employ frames to communicate their message effectively, and the audience uses frames to process the information presented to them. Framing can be defined as “selecting and highlighting some facets of events or issues, and making connections among them so as to promote a particular interpretation, evaluation, and/or solution” (Entman, 2003).

However, it is crucial to understand that frames differ from other forms of communication. First, frames are not topics. Topics refer to what a news story is about, whereas frames focus on how that story is told. For instance, a news report could be about the Supreme Court’s ruling legalizing same-sex marriage nationwide. This would be the topic of the report. Yet, there are different ways of presenting, that is, framing, the ruling. The report could, for instance, describe the decision in terms of equality, morality, or conflict. Second, frames are diachronic (Entman, 2010). To explain, at a given point in time (Time 0) a certain set of schemas is dominant in a society. Then, an incident occurs at Time 1, to which the media responds by reporting the event at Time 2. The public reacts to the media’s reports at Time 3. At Time 4, the media can respond to the public’s reaction with updated frames. It should be noted, however, that these different points in time can overlap or even occur simultaneously. Finally, successful

---

3 Smith also differentiates between straight and opinion news shows, but since the present study is not concerned with different types of news shows, these differences are not elaborated.

4 This is a highly simplified version of Entman’s (2010) description of the diachronic process, which thoroughly explains how different actors on different levels of the communicative process construct and respond to frames.
frames employ cultural resonance and magnitude, which means that frames are used repetitively and contain symbols and wordings especially noticeable within their given cultural context (Entman, 2003). There are two different kinds of frames: procedural and substantive. Procedural frames concern the evaluation of political actors and can be applied to the political process. The most common examples are the game frame and the horserace frame, which are frequently used during elections. Substantive frames can set their focus on an actor, an issue, or an event. Moreover, they fulfill at least two of the following functions: defining an issue as problematic, identifying their causes, expressing moral judgment, and suggesting solutions (Entman, 1993; Gamson, 1992). An example would be portraying the Supreme Court’s decision-making process as flawed (problem) because the Justices did not follow legal principles, but personal interests to reach a verdict. Consequently, the Court would be evaluated as politicized and a flawed (problem) because the Justices did not follow legal principles, but personal interests to reach a verdict. Hence, framing can be used as a tool to shape news reports by either augmenting or neglecting certain elements. Consequently, the person who uses a frame deserves special attention. Entman’s (2003) model of cascading activation helps to explain how frames spread through society. As the metaphor implies, different levels are involved in this process, and each adds a particular twist to the message. Further, it is easier for frames, which originated at the top level, to be disseminated downward than it is for frames spreading upward. The administration is situated at the top level, which is followed by non-administrative elites, such as Congress members and experts. The next stages are the media, the frames within news reports, and, finally, the public. Entman’s model is especially helpful to understand patterns of source selection. Accordingly, those who exercise the most power in a certain context are also more likely to receive visibility by the media.

THE U.S. SUPREME COURT

How the media frames their reports can alter the audience’s perception of events and affect their evaluation of political actors. To form an opinion, the public takes into account all the information available to them, yet it is predominantly the media that provides that information. This is problematic because the Supreme Court is relatively absent from the media and receives publicity only sporadically (Johnson 2014). This is due to the fact that the Court issues its opinions only twice a year. Covering the Supreme Court is further complicated by its highly specified rulings, which are hard to understand without legal training. However, reporters are oftentimes left to interpret the Court’s decisions and to speculate about possible consequences because they lack such intensive training (LaRowe, 2010) and because their only direct contact point to the Supreme Court is the Court’s Public Information Office, which hands out Court documents without explaining them (LaRowe, 2010). In trying to make sense of the decisions, journalists might focus on the Justices’ personal and ideological views instead of on the legal reasoning behind the ruling (Luberta, 2008). Furthermore, reports are presented as stories to make them more accessible and easier to follow along. However, news stories also tend to be outcome-oriented and to neglect the way the verdicts are actually reached, which again makes it more likely to focus on the Justice’s ideologies (LaRowe, 2010; Obbie, 2007). Yet, this is exactly what the distance between the media and the institution is meant to prevent. By detaching itself, the Court wants to encourage the perception of an apolitical institution, which is described as being guided by legal principles, instead of personal interests (Rosen, 2007), which is characteristic of politicians. Likewise, the Court wants to be seen as an entity, as opposed to Congress, which is fragmented into different parts (Rosen, 2007).

But how does the public actually perceive the Court? As Schep and Lyons (2001) remark: “Americans may be realistic about the actual determinants of Supreme Court decision making,” but nevertheless “they continue to believe in the ideal of the apolitical Court” (p. 190). What the authors refer to as an ideal apolitical Court, other researchers have termed the myth of legality (Gibson & Caldeira, 2009, 2011; Reference Missing for this xref r72Nicholson & Howard, 2003); it holds that the Court bases its decisions purely on legal principles that are applied through a politically neutral process that is free from the influence of personal views. Yet, their results also show that the public is well-aware of the fact that the Justices do not exercise discretion when they make decisions. The crucial point is, however, that the public believes that this discretion is characterized by sincerity and principles (Gibson & Caldeira, 2011). Consequently, the judiciary’s decision-making process is seen as fundamentally different from that of politicians, which focuses on strategy and self-interest (Gibson & Caldeira, 2011). It follows that support for the Court is not too much affected by what it rules, but by how it reaches its verdict (Gibson & Nelson, 2014; Gibson & Caldeira, 2011; Ramirez, 2008). Hence, public support for the institution can be harmed if the media argued that the Justices do not follow (legal) principles, but solely act on strategic, political interests.
Generally speaking, the Court would benefit from being presented as distinctively different from political actors. But still, media coverage of the Court is becoming increasingly politicized as previous research has shown (Johnson & Sockrer, 2008; Jones, 2014). Portraying the Court as an entity would characterize it as a unified body that can clearly be distinguished from political institutions like Congress. Hence, viewing the Court as just another fragmented, political body is encouraged through references to specific groups or members of the Court as well as appealing to the sense of conflict. Taking into consideration which decisions are reported, the media’s emphasis on conflict is evident; although unanimous decisions have increased over time, reporting them has become less common, while cases that divide the Court are over-reported (Johnson & Sockrer, 2008; Jones, 2014). Yet, politicizing the Court in the most obvious way is achieved by directly addressing the Justices’ ideological and partisan stance. Jones’ (2014) corpus linguistic analysis of The New York Times articles has shown that the frequency of statements that relate the Justices to the President that appointed them has steadily increased over a time span of 60 years. Likewise, a study on Justice Samuel Alito’s confirmation process (Gibson & Caldeira, 2009) found that Alito’s opponents employed a strategy that focused on his ideology and partisanship to denounce the nominee, whereas his supporters made use of symbols of judicial authority and primarily used a legitimacy frame that augmented his judicial qualifications. Other scholars investigated if personal ideological preferences affect the perception of the institution’s legitimacy (Bartels & Johnston, 2013; Nicholson & Howard, 2003). The results show that citizens’ party identification and ideological stance do in fact influence their support for the Supreme Court6 after it rendered judgment. Moreover, those factors do not influence the channels’ coverage equally, as Egan and Citrin (2009) note that conservatives’ perception of legitimacy is more strongly affected by liberal decisions than liberals’ by conservative rulings. However, even if the media was to present the Court as politicized, they could employ certain strategies to mitigate negative repercussions. First, the notion that the Supremes act above the political realm can be reinforced by making use of symbols of judicial authority, that is, using legal jargon and showing the Court house (Gibson & Caldeira, 2003; Gibson & Nelson, 2014; Gibson et al., 2014). Employing legalistic terms, such as “compelling governmental interest” and “equal protection,” in the coverage of the Supreme Court, triggers a cognitive response in the audiences that reminds them of the Court’s judicious character. Second, perceiving the Court’s procedure as fair and balanced can generate acquiescence to unpopular decisions (Gibson et al., 2010; Ramirez, 2008). Third, Nicholson and Howard found that in the aftermath of Bush v. Gore even referring to the Justices in ideological terms did not necessarily diminish their legitimacy as long as the decisions’ consequences were not emphasized. In view of the prevailing lack of knowledge about the judiciary and the media’s important role in giving the public an understanding of the Court, it is of special interest to analyze how the Court is presented.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

As has been mentioned, the Supreme Court is largely absent from the media. Likewise, research that examines the relationship between the media and the government focuses mostly on the legislative or executive branches or if studies concern the judiciary, the focus lies on what cases are covered and for what reasons they receive attention. The studies referred to above offer several different ways how the media can present the Court. For one, it is said that reporting is outcome-oriented; however, other studies state that public support is affected by how the Supreme Court makes a decision, rather than what the decision is, which implies that media coverage would focus on the process of reaching a verdict. The decision-making process itself, then, can be framed in strategic or principled terms. In the same manner, the Court can be framed in legal or political terms. Since there is not a great amount of research on the media’s framing of Supreme Court, in particular, it is useful to let the frames emerge from the material. This can be achieved by posing broad questions that do not limit the analysis to pre-set frames.

Research Question 1a: How is the Supreme Court framed when its decision reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs?
Research Question 1b: How is the Supreme Court framed when its decision does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs?

The underlying assumption is that there are differences between the channels’ framing when covering the same Supreme Court decision. This assumption is based on the notion that MSNBC and Fox News can be defined as partisan channels that represent opposing poles on the ideological scale. It follows that both channels cater to audiences with distinct ideological preferences and that these preferences are reinforced by the news outlets. Since the rulings chosen for analysis can be characterized as polarizing as well, it can be assumed that the channels, when reporting the same case, employ different frames. Further, the channels’ frames are expected to be of critical, if not attacking, nature when the ruling does not resemble the channels’ ideological orientation, whereas frames will be less critical and rather supportive of the Court when the ruling mirrors the channels’ ideological stance.6 Furthermore, the channels’

6 These assumptions refer to the concept of disconfirmation bias. According to Ditto and Lopez (1992), information that confirms individuals’ preferences is more easily accepted, whereas information that challenges those views is questioned and refuted (Taber & Lodge, 2006).
framing can be explained by taking into consideration the contributors that are involved in the coverage.

Research Question 2: Who are the dominant contributors in the channels’ coverage?

The broadest differentiation between the channels’ featured voices is supporters of the ruling and opponents of the ruling. Since partisan news outlets tend to be one-sided, however, the channels are more likely to include voices that share their point of view. Hence, it seems more feasible to categorize the contributors differently. According to Entman’s model of cascading activation, the administration and elites usually have privileged access to the media, which means that it is easy for those groups to receive visibility in the news. However, the model mostly applies to issues of national security and foreign policy because in these instances the media has only little control over the framing of events. Since the present study concerns the domestic realm as well as the judiciary, it can be assumed that different types of contributors are included in the channels’ programs (Handley, 2010; Van Leuven, 2006). It is further assumed that the media plays a crucial role in the framing process regardless of whether the Court’s decision reflects the channels’ partisan orientation. Moreover, when the ruling complies with the channels’ preferences, legal experts are expected to be the dominant contributors because their mere presence and their ability to explain the decisions’ legal reasoning reinforce the Court’s apolitical character. Furthermore, previous research has shown that support for a Supreme Court nominee is expressed by highlighting their legal qualifications, which again appear more convincing when defended by someone from the same field. In contrast, the nominee’s opponents tend to appeal to partisanship and ideology, which is most persuasively conveyed by political contributors. Besides, people not educated in law usually do not have sufficient knowledge to fully comprehend and explain the Court’s rulings, which they compensate for by describing the judiciary in political terms. Hence, it can be assumed that political contributors dominate the coverage when the decision is contrary to the channels’ ideological beliefs.

Hypothesis 2a: When the ruling reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs, the media and legal experts dominate the coverage.

Hypothesis 2b: When the ruling does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs, the media and politicians dominate the coverage.

Moreover, it is also important to look at the terminology the outlets use when referring to the Supreme Court. As previous studies have shown, it is crucial for public support to present the Court as being different from other political institutions, yet it has also been said that the coverage of the Supreme Court has become increasingly politicized. One possible way to reinforce viewing the Court as acting above the political realm is to refer to it as a unified entity and to deemphasize conflict between the majority and dissidents. In contrast, a politicized image of the Supreme Court presents it as deeply divided and augments the Justices’ individual opinions. These possibilities lead to the question if the channels refer to the Court as an entity, if they differentiate between the majority and the dissidents, or if they place emphasis on individual Justices.

Research Question 3: Do the outlets refer to the Supreme Court as a unified entity, address individual Justices, or distinguish between majority and dissidents?

When the decision complies with the channels’ partisan stance, the reports are presumed to refer to the Court as a unified entity because this encourages public support for the Court and its decisions by reinforcing the notion of judicial authority and distinguishing the judiciary from other political institutions. If, however, the ruling does not reflect the channels’ beliefs, the coverage aims at discouraging support for the Court and the decision through politicizing the institution. This is accomplished either by distinguishing between the majority and dissidents or by referring to individual Justices. Since previous studies have shown that conservatives are more strongly affected by liberal rulings than liberals are by conservative rulings, a harsher reaction from Fox News is expected.

Hypothesis 3a: When the ruling reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs, the Supreme Court is mostly referred to as a unified entity.

Hypothesis 3b: When the ruling does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs, the Court is mostly referred to as a fragmented institution.

Hypothesis 3c: In addition to dividing the Court into the majority and dissidents, Fox News addresses individual Justices when the ruling does not reflect its ideological beliefs.

METHODOLOGY

Data collection

The aim of the present study is to understand how partisan news outlets frame the Supreme Court. These outlets tailor their news reports to reflect their audiences’ ideological beliefs, which is why it can be assumed that outlets that cater to opposing ideological standpoints frame their narratives differently. To observe these differences, the present study focused on the partisan TV channels Fox News and MSNBC. Since television still is the most common medium Americans use for news consumption (“How Americans Get Their News,” 2014; Olmstead Omlstead, Mark, Amy, & Enda, 2013), television news transcripts were chosen over newspaper articles or radio shows. The decision to analyze the news coverage of Fox News and MSNBC was based on previous findings that demonstrated the contrasting nature of both channels. On the one hand, surveys have shown that their audiences identify themselves as conservatives and liberals, respectively (“Ideological Placement of Each Source’s Audience,” 2014).7 On the

7 For a more detailed report, see “Where Fox News’s Audience Fits on the Political Spectrum,” (2014) and “Where MSNBC’s Audience Fits on the Political Spectrum” (2014).
other hand, previous studies have defined their coverage as slanted by conservative and liberal ideology, respectively (Baum, 2012; Chalif, 2011; Levendusky, 2013b; Smith & Searles, 2014). Hence, it can be claimed that both outlets are relevant partisan news channels that have audiences with distinct ideological beliefs; therefore, they are suitable for analyzing in how far the Supreme Court is framed differently when reporting decisions that do or do not reflect the audiences’ views.

To best observe these differences, the coverage of the two highly polarizing Supreme Court decisions in Burwell v. Hobby Lobby, Inc. and Obergefell v. Hodges was analyzed. In Hobby Lobby, the Supreme Court ruled that closely-held for-profit corporations can opt out of the contraceptive mandate of the Affordable Care Act if they object to it religiously. The mandate requires employers to cover a range of contraceptives, including four that the plaintiffs believe to be equal to abortions, and providing these four contraceptives would substantially burden the corporation’s free exercise of religion. Hobby Lobby was based on the Religious Freedom Restoration Act and was the first Supreme Court ruling that found that corporations can hold religious beliefs. The dissenting Justices argued that corporations cannot hold religious beliefs because they are not natural persons, even if they are closely-held. Although the four “conservative” Justices and Kennedy ruled in favor of Hobby Lobby, in the case of Obergefell it was him and the four “liberal” Justices that declared that bans on same-sex marriage violated the 14th Amendment and that the fundamental right to marry also applies to same-sex couples. Hence, every state is now required to issue same-sex marriage licenses and to recognize those issued by other states. The dissenting Justices argued that the Court had no authority to change the universal concept of marriage and that by legalizing same-sex marriage the Court had short-circuited the democratic process, that is, passing legislations through a representative body. The decisions in Hobby Lobby and Obergefell are especially suitable for a comparison of partisan news’ coverage as both cases were decided by the same Court, meaning that differences in covering both decisions cannot be ascribed to different Justices serving. Besides, both can be defined as landmark decisions, which suggests that they possess a high-degree newsworthiness. Moreover, both cases were decided by 5:4 decisions that seemingly divided the Court along the partisan line. In like manner, Hobby Lobby can be considered as a conservative ruling, whereas Obergefell is viewed as liberal. Hence, it can be assumed that Fox News and MSNBC frame the Supreme Court in an asymmetrical manner when covering the same decision. Moreover, these rulings make it possible to explore if the channels frame the Supreme Court differently when they have the same response to the ruling, that is, supportive or opposing. Further, it is also possible to observe differences in each channel’s coverage.

The sample includes all Fox News and MSNBC evening news transcripts from June 30th, 2014, and June 26th, 2015, respectively. Analyzing transcripts from the days the Court issued both decisions allows to see the channels’ immediate responses after the ruling. Moreover, it is plausible to assume that the media’s attention for a particular decision is at its peak on the day the Supreme Court issues the ruling because the media’s interest in events starts to decline as their novelty decreases. Hence, stronger opinions toward the Supreme Court and its rulings might be voiced as compared to news coverage a week after the rulings. Focusing on evening news is justifiable by statistics that show that evening news have over 50% more viewers, that is, a greater reach and significance, than daytime news (Holcomb, 2016). Besides, previous research has shown that evening news shows are more opinionated than their daytime counterparts (Jukowitz et al., 2013), which makes these programs particularly interesting for framing research. The transcripts were acquired through LexisNexis Academic by searching for both dates and channels, as well as specifying the search term as “Supreme Court.” Transcripts that merely mention the Supreme Court, but did not refer to the decision were excluded. The search yielded a total of 13 transcripts.

### Data analysis

As has been noted before, research about the media’s framing of the Supreme Court is scarce. A deductive coding approach, that is, scanning the material for previously defined frames, restricts the process of extracting frames from the news reports to a limited set of options, which could hinder presenting a detailed and complete account of the media’s narrative because other important frames were not noticed. Deductive coding approaches are usually used for processing bigger samples and when previous studies have already established certain standards. To briefly explain, in her thesis on the framing of same-sex marriage legislation in Oregon and Georgia newspapers, Anderson (2008) codes a sample of over 200 newspaper articles according to Semetko and Valkenburg’s (2000) five most common media frames. The choice of a deductive coding approach is plausible for at least two reasons. On the one hand, Anderson examined a big sample of newspaper articles, which means that an inductive coding approach would be extremely time-consuming. On the other hand, previous studies from the field of framing research have analyzed legislative issues, which means that Anderson could draw from those findings as a starting point for her research. Since both of these aspects do not apply to the present study, an inductive coding approach was chosen in order not to restrict

---

4 They argue that life begins at conception, which means that they object to emergency contraceptive pills and intra-uterine devices because they believe that those contraceptives prevent the fertilized egg from implanting and to them, this is equal to abortion.

4 In particular, the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause.
data collection to previously defined categories, but rather to allow for frames to emerge from the transcripts themselves. The unit of analysis is the paragraph. However, it is also possible that one paragraph contains more than one frame; in that case, the paragraph is coded for all present frames. The coding process builds on Grounded Theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1998; Van Gorp & Vercruysse, 2010) because this approach facilitates an interactive and flexible process. Moreover, the researcher is immersed in and connected to the material. The coding process can be understood as a dynamic rather than a linear process that involves constant comparative analysis, which means that emerging labels and categories are constantly compared to previously found occurrences. Identifying the frames is done in multiple stages: open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. During the open coding stage, which involves close reading of the material, descriptive labels are added to each paragraph. This means that the transcripts are searched for framing devices, such as symbols or particular wordings, to find out how the story is told. However, these labels cannot be described as frames yet, as they solely serve to structure the material loosely. During the next stage, axial coding, the labels that emerged from the open coding stage are reduced to more significant categories. The purpose of axial coding is to reorganize the labels in such a way to develop more precise categories that nevertheless encompass several labels. The third stage is what Van Gorp and Vercruysse (2012) refer to as developing the “frame packages” (p. 1275), which for the present study means to apply Entman’s frame functions to each category in order to be able to reconstruct the channels’ narratives. Besides, this adds a general structure to each frame, which serves as a basis for comparison. Again, a frame has to fulfill at least two of the following functions: defining a problem, identifying its causes, imposing an evaluation, or suggesting remedies or improvements. These functions are used as guidelines to distinguish the individual frames, as well as to describe and compare them. After the frames have been defined, the qualitative data is coded quantitatively for individual contributors and terms for the Supreme Court in order to determine the respective distribution patterns. The contributors are divided into four groups according to their profession. The first category is the media, which includes every speaker that currently works in the journalistic field. Supreme Court Justices, attorneys, and legal educators belong to the next category, legal experts. In addition, there are political contributors. These speakers are lobbyists, political activists, and members of the legislative or executive. Contributors that do not fall into any of these categories are grouped together as “others.” To analyze the terminology pattern, it is examined if the Supreme Court is addressed as a unified or a divided institution or whether individual Justices are referred to. Only the terms “Supreme Court” and “Court” are counted as a unified body. Yet, instances that refer to previous Courts, such as the Taney Court (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 5), and mentioning the Supreme Court in another way that does not concern the present Justices, such as “the Court’s docket” (Kelly, 2015, p. 2), are excluded. Placing emphasis on individual Justices is done by explicitly naming them. Whereas instances that present the Court as divided distinguish between the majority and dissidents, conservatives and liberals, or males and females. In order to be able to compare the channels’ different patterns, contributor and terminology both, the results from counting are converted into percentages. This is done for each frame individually but also includes the overall pattern of each channels’ coverage of the particular case. It should be noted that some items are coded for multiple frames, which results in overlapping data among the individual frames. Hence, to determine the overall distribution patterns, those instances are only counted once.

By adding quantitative data to the study, the results of the qualitative analysis are enhanced. For instance, it is possible to identify patterns that are not apparent in qualitative data by analyzing quantitative data. Moreover, quantitative data add what Maxwell (1992) refers to as “internal generalizability” to the findings, which means that it facilitates generalizations for the particular case under investigation and, therefore, strengthens the overall validity of the study.

**Limitations**

The present study is limited in scope and analysis. On the one hand, the sample size is relatively small considering that the coverage of only two Supreme Court decisions and two partisan channels is analyzed. This means that findings cannot be generalized, yet a smaller sample allows for an in-depth analysis that does not restrict the data collection process by any preassigned categories. Since only a few studies within the field of frame analysis have previously focused the Supreme Court, this is considered to be an appropriate approach because it allows for frames to emerge from the transcripts and to give a detailed account of the channels’ narratives. On the other hand, qualitative research methods raise the issues of replicability and objectivity. However, the present study attends to the concept of trustworthiness by showing consideration for credibility, dependability, transferability, and confirmability. The study’s credibility is increased by utilizing methods for the coding process and data analysis that are well-established in the field of framing research. Transferability is supported by providing the necessary background information that defines the study’s context. Dependability and confirmability of the present study are enhanced by disclosing the framing process (see Appendix).

**FINDINGS**

**How do the channels frame the Supreme Court?**

As already mentioned, the channels’ framing is analyzed by cases that either do or do not mirror the channels’ ideological views. Since Fox News is a conservative outlet, *Hobby Lobby* complies with its position, whereas *Obergefell* contravenes it.
Consequently, Obergefell conforms to the liberal beliefs of MSNBC, while Hobby Lobby does not.

The decision reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs
Fox News & Burwell v. Hobby Lobby
In covering Hobby Lobby, Fox News employed three frames: Process, Use of Power, and Dissent. The channel generally communicates a positive view of the Supreme Court’s decision on the Hobby Lobby case. Accordingly, the Process frame does not define the Court’s decision-making process as problematic, but instead evaluates it as fair and lawful (Bream, 2014, p. 2; Hannity, 2014, p. 4) and serves to explain the underlying reasons. Fox News’s program strongly emphasizes that the Hobby Lobby case was about religious liberty and not birth control to encourage perceiving the process as rightful (Bream, 2014, p. 11; Kelly, 2014, p. 14; O’Reilly, 2014, p. 2).

This point is especially useful for viewing the Court’s decision as sound and reasonable, because it refers to religious liberty, which is one of the most fundamental rights in American society and also essential to conservative ideology. Another aspect that bolsters the majority’s legal reasoning is that all news shows focus on elaborating the ruling’s foundation in the RFRA. First of all, to be able to argue that the RFRA can be applied to corporations like Hobby Lobby, it has to be shown that a corporation can be seen as a person. This is done by claiming that these companies are closely-held and often family-owned (Bream, 2014, p. 3; Hannity, 2014, p. 4; Van Susteren, 2014, p. 3), consequently the corporation’s personality can be regarded as identical to the owner’s and, thus, it is possible for the corporation’s free exercise of religion to be substantially burdened. To strengthen that justification, Citizens United is referred to (Bream, 2014, p. 11), which ruled that corporations can also have free speech rights. Next, it is claimed that even if the government had a compelling interest in upholding the contraception mandate, it failed to show that there were no less restrictive alternatives to it (Bream, 2014, p. 2; Hannity, 2014, p. 4). Regarding the RFRA, this implies that the government was unable to fulfill the requirements for placing a substantial burden on somebody’s religious beliefs (“Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993”). In contrast, it is demonstrated that the Supreme Court respected all the aspects mentioned in the RFRA and, further, applied the principle of strict scrutiny. The principle of strict scrutiny, like the RFRA, requires a compelling governmental interest and achieving said interest by the least restrictive means, but it also states that a law or decision has to be narrowly tailored (Winkler, 2006, p. 800). Fox News’s reports excessively focus on the latter two points, hence the audience is constantly told that the ruling only concerns closely-held for-profit corporations that have sincere religious beliefs that would be burdened by providing for those four specific contraceptives (Bream, 2014, p. 2; Kelly, 2014, p. 14; Van Susteren, 2014, p. 2). By using the same wording as the RFRA to explain the legal reasoning behind the ruling and by appealing to important conservative values, such as religious liberty and individual responsibility, the majority’s decision-making process is framed as lawful.

As the majority’s decision-making process, the way the Court uses its powers is also framed in a positive way and is not described as problematic. It is important to note that, here, the entire Court is addressed, which emphasizes its function as the third branch of government. Fox News’s news shows give special attention to two central aspects of that function: applying the law and ensuring that the other two branches of government do not impinge on the American people’s rights. Hence, it is repeatedly asserted that the government, that is, either the administration or the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, would substantially burdened the free exercise of religion of closely-held corporations by forcing them to comply with the contraceptive mandate of the Affordable Care Act (Bream, 2014, p. 2; Hannity, 2014, p. 1; Kelly, 2014, p. 14; O’Reilly, 2014, p. 2). Moreover, it is claimed that an expanding government inevitably entails that the people’s rights are violated at some point (Bream, 2014, p. 11), which encourages viewers to perceive the Supreme Court as a necessary counterpart to the administration that guarantees their rights and constrains the government’s power when necessary. Fox News’s reporting especially emphasizes the latter point. Through frequent juxtaposition of the Supreme Court and the administration as well as through frequent use of expressive language, such as the Court “deals a sharp blow to President Obama” (Bream, 2014, p. 1), it is asserted that the Court is willing to act when the government oversteps its boundaries (Kelly, 2014, p. 14). Likewise, it is also said that Justice Kagan, who formerly worked for the President, decided against him in National Labor Relations Board v. Noel Canning (Kelly, 2014), which encourages a perception of the Justices as independent regardless of their background. In addition, the Court as a whole is referred to, which makes it appear more powerful since the Justices are described as a unified body. Thus, the administration is presented as impinging on the people’s rights, violating the First Amendment (Bream, 2014, p. 9), and exceeding its institutional boundaries, whereas the Court is described as strong, not hesitant to act when needed, and as being able to protect the Constitution.

However, this view changes when the Court is not reported as a whole and the dissenting Justices are focused on. It is explained that due to different ideological prisms, the dissenters attached more importance to women’s access to contraceptives than to the right of religious liberty, consequently they are described as “scary” (Kelly, 2014, p. 15), “disturbing” (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 2), and “unbelievable” (Hannity, 2014, p. 7). Similarly, it is argued that they also want taxpayers to fund abortions and to deny rights granted by the Constitution (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 2). Citing the dissent solely serves to demonstrate that the concerns they raised are generally unreasonable and also had been addressed and refuted in the majority’s opinion (Bream, 2014, p. 3).
However, one of these concerns is argued against in more detail: the issue of an alleged war on women. Fox News’s counterarguments (Kelly, 2014, p. 14; O’Reilly, 2014, p. 4), indicating that women’s access to contraception has not been impeded, appear particularly strong because they are brought forward almost entirely by women, consequently the dissenter’s allegation seems questionable. Another strategy that is used to discredit the dissenting Justices and to present them as incapable of functioning as an independent branch of government, is putting them in relation to the legislative and executive and implying that they are influenced by politicians to make decisions in a way that supports the government’s agenda (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 7; Van Susteren, 2014, p. 6). In the same sense, it is argued that because the liberal Justices do not base their decisions on the founding fathers’ original intent, but treat the Constitution as an evolving document, they rule “politically” (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 8). This point is especially important because even if the Justices rule according to their ideological preferences, they have to base their decisions on legal principles and respect the corpus of American law. Besides, as already mentioned, the notion of the founding fathers’ intent especially appeals to conservatives. All these negative arguments presented against the dissenting Justices lead Fox News anchor Bill O’Reilly (2014) to draw the conclusion that if one more liberal Justice is appointed, “freedom in America will be compromised forever” (2). In addition, he states that those Justices will never vote for gun freedom or restricting abortion rights (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 5) and compares a liberal Court to the Taney Court (O’Reilly, 2014), which issued the Dred Scott decision. That comparison heightens the perceived threat liberal Justices allegedly pose to the American people’s freedom by juxtaposing a predominantly liberal Court and the Court that deprived African-Americans of freedom by ruling they be excluded from U.S. citizenship and, further, that Congress had no right to prohibit slavery. Consequently, to not be at the mercy of such a Court, an improvement for the future would be not to assign another liberal Justice to the bench (O’Reilly, 2014, p. 5).

**MSNBC & Obergefell v. Hodges**

Covering the decision that legalized same-sex marriage nationwide, MSNBC’s programs framed the Court’s decision-making process as well as opposing opinions. The Process frame greatly encourages perceiving the Court as working to rule through frequently addressing high-ranking liberal values, such as freedom (Hayes, 2015, pp. 3–5; Maddow, 2015, p. 5) and equality (Hayes, 2015, pp. 2–4; Maddow, 2015, p. 5–6), and also arguing that the opposite of equality, that is, discrimination, is considered “unconstitutional” (Hayes, 2015, p. 4). Besides, viewing the decision as lawful is encouraged by asserting its basis on legal principles and long-standing precedent. For this purpose, MSNBC refers to Justice Kennedy, who declared that the Constitution grants everybody the right to “equal dignity” (Maddow, 2015, p. 3), and frequently states that the ruling is based on the 14th Amendment (Hayes, 2015, pp. 2–3) as well as on the fundamental right to marry (Maddow, 2015, p. 3). Referring to former Supreme Court cases, such as *Loving v. Virginia* (Maddow, 2015, p. 5) and *Hollingsworth v. Perry* and *United States v. Windsor* (Hayes, 2015, p. 4) serves to demonstrate the current case’s basis in legal precedent. Dating back to 1967, *Loving* was the first Supreme Court case that paved the way for *Obergefell v. Hodges*, ruling that “restricting the freedom to marry solely because of racial classifications violates the central meaning of the Equal Protection Clause” (*Loving*) and declaring Virginia’s anti-miscegenation laws unconstitutional. *Windsor*, on the other hand, was the most recent Supreme Court case concerning the rights of married same-sex couples, which struck down part of the Defense of Marriage Act because it denied same-sex couples federal recognition of their marriage and, therefore, it imposed disadvantages and stigma on those couples. Due to the high level of cultural resonance of *Loving* and *Windsor*, these references are likely to trigger a positive cognitive response that reveals the parallel reasoning in all three cases even without further recounting the underlying principles. Moreover, these cases put *Obergefell* into a historical context and show that it was the result of an enduring struggle for marriage equality.

While the legitimacy of the majority’s legal reasoning is asserted, opposing voices are refuted and framed in a way that bolsters the Process frame. It is said to be “unusual” (Hayes, 2015, p. 9) that each of the dissenting Justices wrote their own opinion (Hayes, 2015, pp. 8–9), yet perceiving them as convincing is counteracted by selecting opposing arguments that do not appeal to a liberal perspective. For one, to reject the dissent is encouraged in that Justice Scalia’s qualifications for the role of a Supreme Court Justice are called into question by denouncing his temperament and by referring to his mockery of the majority (Hayes, 2015, p. 8; Maddow, 2015, p. 6). The counterframe is presented as defining the Supreme Court’s decision as “invalid” (Hayes, 2015, p. 8) and accusing the majority of depriving the people of the opportunity to solve the issue through a democratic process (Hayes, 2015, p. 9; Maddow, 2015, p. 6). However, the audience is reminded of the Supreme Court’s duty to protect fundamental rights and that this does not necessarily have to pass through a legislative process, where elected representatives decide on issues, but that the Court functions as the “final arbiter” (Maddow, 2015, p. 6) in these cases. Hence, although the concern is voiced that the Court short-circuited the democratic process, it is argued that it was allowed to do so because it vindicated the people’s rights. This argument is further strengthened by showing President Obama’s support for the Supreme Court decision, which he described as “justice that arrives like a thunderbolt” (Maddow, 2015, p. 5). The dissenters’ perspective is ascribed to an approach of judicial restraint (Hayes, 2015, p. 9), which cautions judges to interpret, and not reinterpret, the Constitution and holds that the Justices should not assume a legislative
function, but rather grant deference to the legislature. However, since basing decisions on the founding fathers’ original intent is a belief more common for conservatives than liberals (Kiley, 2014), this explanation functions as a tool to reinforce the audience’s views in that it reminds them of the incompatibility of both ideologies. Likewise, the finality of Supreme Court decisions (Maddow, 2015, p. 4) is asserted when opponents are introduced that reject the decision (Maddow, 2015) and want to pursue a constitutional amendment (Hayes, 2015, p. 4) because the Constitution was misinterpreted (Hayes, 2015, p. 8).

The decision does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs

*Fox News & Obergefell v. Hodges*

The reporting of *Obergefell v. Hodges* on Fox News involved framing the Supreme Court in terms of its decision-making process and its use of power. The Process frame serves to define the Supreme Court’s decision-making process as flawed and to claim that the majority, consisting of “the four liberals and Kennedy” (Kelly, 2015, p. 3), had based their decision on an invented right to equal dignity (Baier, 2015, p. 10; Kelly, 2015, p. 3). Throughout Fox News’s coverage, the existence of a right to dignity is questioned, whereby the ruling’s foundation is attacked to cast doubt on the legal reasoning behind it. These doubts could be balanced by discussing and explaining the majority’s opinion, which is in fact cited a few times in both news shows, but instead of clarifying the underlying principles it is immediately challenged. This is done by quoting the dissenting Justices, who, for example, question the decision’s constitutionality (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 2) and raise concerns about the consequences for people with religious objections to the ruling (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 4). Referring to the dissidents is particularly effective because, on the one hand, they are members of the Supreme Court as well, which makes them authoritative figures that the public believes to be knowledgeable. In addition, Chief Justice Roberts’ title is mentioned every time he is named, whereby the weight of his dissent is heightened by appealing to his authority.10 Second, by repeatedly reminding of the fact that all four dissenting Justices issued their own opinion (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 1) their stance appears to be especially strong, while it also raises doubt to the rightfulness of the majority’s decision. Third, the opposing arguments include culturally resonant symbols, such as the Declaration of Independence (Baier, 2015, p. 10; Kelly, 2015, p. 2), the Constitution (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 2), and religious liberty (Baier, 2015, p. 11; Kelly, 2015, p. 2). By referring to symbols widely known in American culture and values cherished by conservatives, the dissenters’ positions become more accessible and are easier to relate to for Fox News’s audience as compared to the majority’s newly created right (Baier, 2015, p. 10; Kelly, 2015, p. 2). The issue of religious liberty also serves to question the majority’s legal abilities when it is addressed by Fox News correspondent Shannon Bream, who recounts previous cases, when remaining true to one’s religious beliefs resulted in legal consequences, such as the case of a photographer, who was “punished” (Kelly, 2015, pp. 1–2) for refusing to work at a same-sex wedding. One the one hand, this example weakens the trustworthiness of Kennedy’s reassurance that supporters of traditional marriage do not have to fear negative consequences for the First Amendment will protect them. On the other hand, it also implies that the ruling might not comply with the entire corpus of American law, which is a prerequisite for rightful decisions. The general position that is presented in Fox News’s program is that even if one supports the outcome, one should disagree with the way it was reached. Since the ruling cannot be defined as one of “legal judgment” (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 1), but rather as an order of “will” (Baier, 2015; Kelly, 2015), it becomes “political” (Kelly, 2015, p. 2) and the Supreme Court is seen as a “threat to American democracy” (Baier, 2015, p. 10). It follows that the Justices should rely on the Constitution and also abide by the founding fathers’ intent to prevent political and unconstitutional decisions.

In addition to denouncing the majority’s decision-making process, how the Justices use their powers is also defined as problematic. This frame discusses the institution’s appropriate role and the limits of the Justices’ power. While the dissenting Justices are presented as respecting the limitations of their office, parts of their opinions are used to rebuke the majority, such as Justice Scalia’s remark that the Court has become a “threat to American democracy” (Baier, 2015, p. 10), which stands in stark contrast to President Obama praising its actions as “justice arriving as a thunderbolt” (Baier, 2015, p. 3). However, most other contributors on Fox News’s programs also share the opinion that the Justices acted outside their boundaries. For one, it is argued that the Court supported the President’s agenda to legalize same-sex marriage nationwide and helped him achieve his goal (Kelly, 2015, p. 5). Thereby, the Court’s integrity and impartiality are called into question as it appears to have actively supported a legislative effort and, consequently, the institution’s independence is doubted, which is essential to a well-functioning judiciary and democracy. Second, the Supreme Court is said to have short-circuited the democratic process by “declaring” (Kelly, 2015, p. 1) same-sex marriage the law of the land instead of letting the issue be solved through the legislative body. The problem here is that the Supreme Court Justices are neither directly accountable to any of the other two branches of government nor are they elected by the public, which means that they cannot function as a representative body declaring laws. Hence, the majority is presented as exceeding their jurisdiction and abusing their power by solving a legislative issue.

---

10 Although the Chief Justice does not have any special powers, including Roberts’ title is likely to reinforce the notion of judiciousness.
To further encourage perceiving the majority as acting unlawfully, Scalia’s dissent is quoted, stating that the majority’s handling of the case “[r]obbed the People of the most important liberty they asserted in the Declaration of Independence and won in the Revolution of 1776: the freedom to govern themselves” (Baier, 2015, p. 10). By evoking patriotic feelings in the viewers and by directly referring to them, the presented arguments appear more convincing. Further aiding the persuasiveness of that position are the statements by Guy Benson, a homosexual Republican Fox News contributor, who supports the outcome, but feels “trepidation” (Kelly, 2015, p. 14) because he too thinks that declaring laws is not the appropriate role of the judiciary. However, according to Fox News’s program, the Supreme Court did not only overstep the line of institutional jurisdiction, but it also exceeded its authority by redefining the concept of marriage. That point is especially emphasized by Mike Huckabee (Kelly, 2015, p. 2). Besides, Chief Justice Roberts is quoted asking “just who do we think we are?” (Baier, 2015, p. 3; Kelly, 2015, p. 1) and the Archdiocese of Washington is referred to stating that the Court’s decision will not change their definition of marriage (Baier, 2015, p. 3). On the one hand, this again challenges the Court’s authority as well as the finality of its decisions. On the other hand, Fox News presents opposing views from three different perspectives: a legal, a political, and a religious, which adds weight to the opposition and offers different possible ways to agree with it. Generally speaking, Fox News’s program does not argue for the lawfulness of the Supreme Court’s action. The few claims defending the Court’s handling of the case (Kelly, 2015, pp. 4–5) are unable to counterbalance the opposing views presented throughout Fox News’s shows, because either the contributors do not receive enough time to elaborate their views (Kelly, 2015, pp. 9–13) or they are challenged immediately by declaring the decision “unconstitutional” (Kelly, 2015, p. 2) as well as negating its finality. In fact, it is argued that when the Court rules by “judicial tyranny” (Kelly, 2015) its decisions do not have to be accepted, and it is possible to pursue a constitutional amendment like it was done in the case of Dred Scott, a case widely known in American society. As it has become symbolic for dividing the country and restricting freedom, referring to the Dred Scott decision strengthens opposing the current ruling tremendously. In sum, the decision is seen as a “loss for (...) democracy” (Baier, 2015, p. 10) because the Supreme Court overstepped its authority by creating a new fundamental right, by making law, and by redefining marriage. A way to avoid such “imperial” rulings (Kelly, 2015, p. 2) would be to settle those kinds of issues through the elected officials of the legislative (Baier, 2015, p. 11), and not to short-circuit the democratic process.

**MSNBC & Burwell v. Hobby Lobby**

The *Hobby Lobby* decision as reported on MSNBC presents the audience with a Process and a Legal Abilities frame. The Process frame defines the legal reasoning behind the ruling as dubious by addressing several aspects, such as the right to religious freedom and procedural fairness. First, the majority’s legal reasoning is challenged by arguing against their application and understanding of the right to religious liberty. This argument is advocated mostly by Reverend Gaddy, who defines the Court’s action as an “offense to what the Constitution promises us in the religion clauses” (Maddow, 2014, p. 9). Moreover, he explains that the First Amendment is best used to protect the weak from the powerful and the right to religious liberty does only go so far as it does not harm another person’s freedom. Yet, it is argued that this is the case in *Hobby Lobby* as the employers’ ideology can now be imposed upon their employees (Hayes, 2014, p. 5; Sharpton, 2014, p. 5). In addition, Justice Ginsburg is presented as taking a similar stance (Sharpton, 2014, p. 5) and is quoted saying that the right to religious freedom does not apply to legal entities, but only to natural persons (Hayes, 2014, p. 2). Second, it is mentioned, that the majority suggested having the government pay for those four contraceptives to counterbalance the disadvantage the ruling might cause for women. Yet, this idea met with harsh criticism from Justice Ginsburg (Maddow, 2014, p. 6) and Dahlia Lithwick, who says it is highly unlikely that the government will cover for those contraceptives, referring to the Hyde Amendment and the Hyde Amendment Plus (Maddow, 2014, p. 6), which “prohibit the expenditure of Federal funds for abortions” (Hyde Amendment Codification Act). Third, the legal reasoning is challenged because the ruling is exclusively about birth control, which raises the question if other religious groups, such as Scientologists or the Jehovah’s Witnesses, can now come forward to object to other health care services as well (Maddow, 2014, p. 9; O’Donnell, 2014, p. 3; Sharpton, 2014, p. 5) or, if that was not the case, does the ruling imply the Supreme Court favors one religion over the other (O’Donnell, 2014, p. 2)? The latter question is posed by Justice Ginsburg, who also reminds of the Constitution’s Establishment Clause of the Religion Clause, which prohibits the government from prefer one religion to another. Besides, it is claimed that Justice Alito did not sufficiently explain the legal principles that connect the different elements of the ruling, whereby the decision’s statutory basis is weakened (Maddow, 2014, p. 5). Adding to this point, MSNBC mentions the Religious Freedom Restoration Act in only two of four news shows (Hayes, 2014, p. 3; O’Donnell, 2014, p. 2), which might result in a distorted understanding of the legal reasoning behind the ruling. In fact, it is also argued that *Hobby Lobby* was not about the RFRA, but about the Affordable Care Act (Hayes, 2014, pp. 4–5), consequently a political motif seems more reasonable than the primary reason being to protect the American people’s rights. Moreover, the procedural fairness of the hearings is questioned, which further enhances the negative evaluation of the majority’s decision-making process encountered throughout MSNBC’s program (Hayes, 2014, p. 3). By challenging several aspects
of the majority’s opinion and doing so from different perspectives, that is, religious, legal, and public, adds to the persuasiveness of the arguments encountered on MSNBC.

The Court’s legal abilities are evaluated as disappointing and insufficient (Hayes, 2014, p. 5; Maddow, 2014, p. 5) by presenting the Court’s workings as characterized by uncertainty, inequality, and political motivation. The issue of uncertainty can be attributed to the Court’s inadequate communication skills, which is underlined when the ruling is shown to be unclear and to lack essential definitions (O’Donnell, 2014, p. 1), such as what is considered to be a sincerely held belief (Maddow, 2014, p. 9; O’Donnell, 2014, p. 4). The sense of uncertainty is particularly conveyed through indirect speech and by guessing what the majority thought (Maddow, 2014, p. 5; O’Donnell, 2014, p. 6). Likewise, Justice Alito’s attempts to dismiss concerns about possible consequences of the decision are presented in a very simplified way (Maddow, 2014, p. 5; Sharpton, 2014, p. 5), whereby his qualifications to serve on the Supreme Court seem dubious. Although the entire Court’s qualifications and “good faith” (Hayes, 2014, p. 5) are also called into question, a special focus is placed on the majority when stating that a case concerning birth control was decided by an all-male majority (Hayes, 2014, p. 2; Maddow, 2014, p. 4; O’Donnell, 2014, p. 3; Sharpton, 2014, p. 4) that neither possesses the required knowledge to make qualified decision on that issue, nor cares about the women affected by it (O’Donnell, 2014, p. 3). It is asserted that the majority failed to protect the fundamental right to equality and does not understand that their decision discriminates against women (Hayes, 2014, p. 2). To illustrate the Court’s inconsistent behavior, other cases are mentioned that declared discriminating against others because of their gender or race as unconstitutional, even if founded on religious beliefs (Maddow, 2014, p. 7). Another example of that “mind-boggling” (Hayes, 2014, p. 5) inconsistency is given by referring to a recent Supreme Court decision that denied abortion clinics bigger buffer zones due to the right to free speech (McCullen v. Coakley). It is argued that while not being in danger because of attacks by angry protesters, the Supreme Court’s zone is seven times bigger as compared to abortion clinics’ (Hayes, 2014, p. 5), whereby it is implied that the Court is not only inconsistent with its legal reasoning, but also able to elude being held accountable and taking full responsibility for its rulings. Besides, it is argued that the Court has been overstepping its jurisdiction for a while by engaging with politics (Hayes, 2014). This can become problematic when the motivation behind the Court’s decisions is perceived to be of political, rather than legal nature as well. As in the case of Hobby Lobby, it is claimed that the political right has had an effect on the Court’s decision (Sharpton, 2014, p. 5) and that the Court is too involved in the political sphere. Considering that the Justices have too much power and do not respect the limitations of their office, it is proposed that the Court needs to be brought under the “same code of ethics that all federal judges are under” (Hayes, 2014, p. 5) to exercise more control over it.

Who are the dominant contributors?

Figure 1 presents the findings from analyzing the distribution of contributors for each channel and each ruling, respectively. Fox News’s coverage of the Hobby Lobby decision is delivered by media and legal sources for the most part. However, it should be noted that almost half of the media’s statements are contributions by journalists with an education in law. This adds to the positive effect of the prevailing statements that encourage praise for the ruling, because these contributors, as opposed to politicians, are more able to convey a sense of judicial uniqueness and reinforce the notion of judicial authority by supporting the Court’s ruling. In addition, political voices are barely included, whereby the legal and the political spheres are further set apart. In contrast to the subtly legal focus that viewers encounter on Fox News when the decision reflects the channel’s beliefs, MSNBC’s reporting aims at an empathetic perception through primarily including statements by Lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender rights supporters. Moreover, it can be said that journalists are the dominant contributors, while legal experts and political sources are featured less frequently. The same pattern has been found in Fox News’s coverage of Obergefell, yet the conservative programs include a greater number of contributors that oppose the concept of same-sex marriage. Moreover, the share of legal experts decreased, whereas political contributors were featured more often as compared to covering a ruling supported by the conservative outlet. This observation holds also true for MSNBC’s reports of Hobby Lobby that mostly draw on sources from the journalistic and political fields. What is also striking, is that the channel’s news reports feature a higher number of female voices and more contributions by speakers who are supportive of contraception. Hence, the frequently presented argument that the Supreme Court’s ruling causes women great disadvantages gains weight because it is brought forth by those affected by it. Therefore, the reporting of MSNBC and Fox News seemingly appeals to
different aspects with the latter focusing on a legal connotation, whereas the former emphasizes a human interest. Table 1 shows the contribution patterns for each frame. Regarding *Hobby Lobby*, Fox News’s program almost entirely frames the dissenters by the media. While journalists also play an important role in the Process and Use of Power frames, the number of legal experts noticeably increases. In contrast, on MSNBC all three contributor groups frame the decision-making process in *Obergefell* to almost equal parts, whereas the opposition is framed entirely by media sources. Turning to the Justices’s use of power in Fox News’s reports on *Obergefell*, most can be ascribed to the media. Yet, political contributors also play a considerable role. With regard to the Supreme Court’s decision-making process, the coverage is dominated by media sources and legal experts and politicians are equally involved. The media is also the dominant group framing the Supreme Court’s decision-making process in MSNBC’s reporting of *Hobby Lobby*. Legal experts are rarely involved and are in fact outweighed by political voices. The same holds true for the Justices’s legal abilities, which are predominantly framed by politicians, followed by the media.

The findings support Hypothesis 2a and Hypothesis 2b, which predicted that the media and legal experts dominate the channels’ coverage when the ruling reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs, and if the decision does not reflect the channels’ beliefs, their coverage predominantly features media and political contributors. This pattern also shows when looking at the individual frames used when the channels support the decision. Regarding the framing of the opposition and dissenters, it can be observed that the shares of media and political sources increase, whereas legal experts are included less frequently.

**How is the Supreme Court referred to?**

Figure 2 visualizes how the Supreme Court was addressed in each case. With regard to covering the *Hobby Lobby* decision,

**Table 1.** Frame-specific distribution pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Media (%)</th>
<th>Legal experts (%)</th>
<th>Politicians (%)</th>
<th>Other (%)</th>
<th>Total (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fox News Hobby Lobby</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of power</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissenters</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSNBC Obergefell</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposition</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fox News Obergefell</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of power</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MSNBC Hobby Lobby</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal abilities</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fox News predominantly addresses the Supreme Court as a unified institution, yet the Court is also frequently described in terms of different divisions, whereas referring to specific Justices is least common. As to MSNBC’s reporting of *Obergefell*, the three representations are rather balanced, yet the shares of characterizing the Court as fragmented and referring to specific Justices are slightly greater than describing the Court as an entity. It should also be noted that the balance of presenting the Court as divided and referring to individual Justices is leveled, and these instances mostly serve to highlight the dissenting opinions. Reports on *Obergefell* on Fox News rarely portrays the Court as an entity. Instead, attention is drawn to the incompatible standpoints of the majority and the dissenters by dividing the Court into opposing fractions, such as “conservatives” and “liberals” (Kelly, 2015, p. 3). In addition, the reports place equal emphasis on individual Justices, which augments the perception of an existing conflict and allows to illustrate that conflict by clearly defining and juxtaposing the opposing views. Moreover, this attributes statements to specific Justices and in doing so it is possible to denounce the majority, while being supportive of the dissenting Justices. In contrast to Fox News, MSNBC balances each of the three possibilities.

Table 2 illustrates how the Supreme Court is characterized in the specific frames. In regard to *Hobby Lobby*, Fox News’s Process frame presents the Court mostly as an entity as divided into different groups, whereas pointing to specific Justices is less common. The same holds true for the Use of Power frame, although the shares are more clearly distinguishable there. However, when the dissenting Justices are framed, the Court is said to be fragmented and the Justices are named more frequently. The same holds true for MSNBC’s Opposition frame in reporting *Obergefell*, whereas the Court is mostly described as an entity when the decision-making process is explained. In contrast to conveying a sense of consensus, Fox News’s Process and Use of Power frames of the same case emphasize the notion of conflict heavily by predominantly referring to a fragmented Court and specific Justices. With regard to MSNBC’s reporting of *Obergefell*, the Legal Abilities frame mostly focuses on the Court as a divided institution. However, this is closely followed by
instances that describe the Court as an entity. Likewise, the decision-making process refers to the Court as a whole and to individual Justices equally frequent.

With regard to these findings, Hypotheses 3a, 3b, and 3c are supported by the findings. However, this is only evident when considering the terminology patterns of the individual frames, since the general distribution for MSNBC exhibits a pattern opposite to the hypotheses. Yet, the channel’s coverage of Obergefell also frames the opposition, which means that part of the overall terminology pattern includes instances that MSNBC disagrees with and responds to differently than when voicing support.

**DISCUSSION**

The present study examined how partisan news channels, Fox News and MSNBC in particular, frame the U.S. Supreme Court by first conducting a qualitative frame analysis to reconstruct the channels’ narratives. Then, the respective contribution and terminology patterns were determined. The analysis yielded four important findings. First, the findings generally suggest that partisan channels do not frame the Supreme Court as an institution, instead the frames focus on the Court’s manner of operating, such as the decision-making process and how the Court uses its powers. Framing specific aspects of the Court instead of the institution itself is comparable to previous studies, which found that public support for the judiciary is greatly influenced by how the Court reaches its decisions and by defining that process as fundamentally different from political decision-making (Gibson & Caldeira, 2009; Ramirez, 2008). On the one hand, news channels cater to an audience, therefore it seems reasonable that their programs focus on what is important to their viewers. On the other hand, the media also has the power to shape public discourse and to affect public opinion. To do so in the most effective way would mean to focus on those aspects that have the greatest effect on the public and to frame those in a certain way. Besides, the Supreme Court is detached from the public and holds a lot of prestige, consequently not framing the Court itself, but specific institutional aspects makes the frames more accessible for and familiar to the audience. For instance, this offers the opportunity to compare the judicial decision-making process to political processes, which generally are more familiar to the audience. In the same manner, the Supreme Court is mostly mentioned as a divided institution or by referring to individual Justices. This adds to familiarizing the audience with the Court, because it puts a human face on the institution, whereas referring to the Court as an entity would further the distance between the Justices and the public. Besides, describing the Court as divided into two groups appeals to the concept of bipartisanship, which the public is familiar with because it is a defining characteristic of American politics. Moreover, it is easier to either oppose or support a particular group than the entire Court. Whereas the Court as an institution combines the Justices’ individual ideologies, separate groups exhibit distinct values more clearly and for this reason people are able to identify with them more easily. Yet, finding that the Supreme Court is more frequently mentioned as a divided institution is contrary to LaRowe’s (2010) study, which found that the Supreme Court is mostly referred to as an entity. However, there are several differences that could explain the contrary findings. First, LaRowe analyzes newspaper articles from 1997 to 2004 of *The New York Times* and *USA Today*, two left-leaning newspapers. In contrast to LaRowe’s study, the present one focused on partisan news channels coverage of two specific cases from 2014 to 2015, respectively. Hence, the opposite findings could be due to analyzing different media, different political leanings, or different timeframes. Considering polarization has heavily increased over the last 10 years, the latter point seems especially feasible because that could be reflected by dividing the Court into two opposing groups.

Second, when the ruling reflects the channels’ ideological beliefs the Court is presented as being different from other political institutions. For one, this is achieved by emphasizing the legal principles and the precedent the ruling is grounded in. Thereby, the judicial decision can be clearly distinguished from a political one, because it is principled and consistent with past decisions, whereas politicians are characterized as guided by strategy and having the tendency to waffle. Besides, this encourages viewing the decision as upholding the Constitution and, thereby, defining it as rule of law, whereas political decisions resemble rule of men. This finding complies with other studies that found that support for Supreme Court decisions or Supreme Court nominees is expressed through frames that assert the ruling’s foundation on legal principles and that emphasize the nominee’s legal qualifications (Gibson & Caldeira, 2009; Reference Missing for this xref r72Nicholson & Howard, 2003). Moreover, referring to legal principles holds the audience at a distance from the Supreme Court as the public usually lacks a deeper understanding of the law and needs experts to explain the Court’s legal
reasoning. As a consequence, when the channels support the ruling, the media functions as a link between the public and Court, which entails that most statements are made by journalists as well as that the channels present legal experts more often than when they oppose the ruling in order to help the audience understand the decision. In contrast, only a few political voices are included. This further encourages the audience to distinguish the judiciary from the political realm because they encounter different contributors than during political reports. In addition, when the Court’s decision-making process is framed, the Supreme Court is referred to as an entity more frequently than as a collection of individuals. Hence, the programs appeal to the notion of consensus, rather than conflict, which again sets the judiciary apart from political institutions. It should be noted, however, that Fox News explicitly underlines the judiciary’s distinctiveness by framing the Supreme Court as a counterweight to the administration. In these instances, the Justices are described as strong as well as not hesitant to act when the administration exceeds its institutional boundaries. This line of argumentation can be explained by the fact that Fox News is a conservative news outlet, which means that its audience generally opposes a Democratic administration and the channel will thus use any available means to denounce the administration’s actions, while also reinforcing the audience’s ideological beliefs. However, this frame is not present in MSNBC’s programs. On the one hand, MSNBC is generally supportive of a Democratic administration because it is a left-leaning news channel. On the other hand, the administration openly advocated marriage equality, which means that the channel had no reason to object to neither the Court’s decision, nor the executive’s position because both resonate with liberal ideology.

Third, when the ruling does not reflect the channels’ ideological beliefs the Supreme Court is framed in a politicized manner. To begin with, the majority’s decision-making process is framed as similar to political processes by presenting it as strategic or even defining the decision as outright political. Whereas, Justices are supposed to be impartial and ensure a fair process, the political decision-making is characterized by self-interest. In that manner, it is argued that the Justices did not apply the law in a consistent manner, but instead bent it to fit their preferred outcome. To further encourage this perception, the legal reasoning behind the rulings is explained insufficiently and the majority’s opinion is presented as vague, which prevents a thorough understanding of the decision and implies the Justices are incapable of communicating efficiently. However, this also addresses the issue of transparency, which is a means to hold the otherwise isolated Court accountable. Moreover, both channels claim that the majority pursued precise goals and was biased in making their decision, which reminds of political strategy rather than legal principles. Thus, both channels call the Justices’ impartiality and integrity into question. Yet, Fox News also relates the majority to the political realm more directly by alleging that they seized legislative powers by declaring a law and further claims that the liberal Justices are the administration’s tool for advancing its agenda. Consequently, it is argued that the Court’s authority should be undermined by rejecting the ruling and pursuing a constitutional amendment through the legislative branch. What is striking about Fox News’s Use of Power frame is that when the Court is presented as a tool against the administration, the frame is dominated by journalists and legal experts. By contrast, framing the Court as a tool of the administration is primarily done by the media and political contributors. Similarly, the media and political voices are the dominant contributors regarding the overall coverage of both channels, which aids perceiving the Court as just another political institution because the audience is likely to be familiar with the political pundits and guests from regular political reports. In the same manner, legal experts appear less frequently as to when the channels support the ruling. Besides, it is implied that the ruling does not comply with the whole corpus of American law. Moreover, the distance between the Court and the public is narred by emphasizing the ruling’s (negative) impact and, consequently, the decision becomes ultimately relevant to the audience. This finding is comparable to a previous study by Reference Missing for this xref r72Nicholson and Howard (2003) that found that the public questions the Supreme Court’s legitimacy when the media augments the decision’s consequences. Underlining the Court’s similarities to political institutions further is done by conveying a sense of conflict by predominantly referring to it as fragmented into different groups and also by highlighting individual Justices. The important point is that while one channel supports a particular decision and presents its audience with reports that define the Court as different from political institutions, the other channel opposes the decision and, accordingly, frames the Court’s practices as comparable to political procedures. As a consequence, audiences with contrary ideological beliefs are provided with different pieces of information and divergent evaluations of the Court, which can possibly lead to liberals and conservative having conflicting opinions about the Supreme Court. Hence, the previous two discussion points can be seen as a comparison that elaborates the differences between the channels’ framing of the Supreme Court in the coverage of Hobby Lobby and Obergefell. It should be noted that these findings refer to the context of polarizing Supreme Court decisions that can be interpreted as either liberal or conservative. Although the findings only apply to that specific context, this does not weaken their significance as previous studies have pointed toward an over-reporting of decisions that deeply divided Court (Johnson & Socker, 2008; Jones, 2014). Fourth, it becomes clear that Fox News’s programs convey a sense of fear and threat, whereas uncertainty and empathy are augmented on MSNBC. One possible explanation for why the channels create different atmospheres is that conservatives possibly identify with their ideology more strongly than
liberals do and feel threatened when their values and beliefs are challenged. Consequently, Fox News responds by framing opposing views as a threat. In the same manner, Egan and Citrin (2011) found that conservatives’ perception of the Court’s legitimacy suffers after unpopular rulings, yet the reverse does not hold true for liberals. Hence, finding that Fox News reacts more strongly to opposing views seems reasonable. Besides, previous studies have shown that when confronted with information that runs contrary to their belief system, people will defend their views and sometimes even attack and deconstruct opposing ones (Davis, 2014). Presenting opposing views not only as unreasonable, but appealing to fear by framing them as a threat is extremely efficient to marginalize opposing beliefs, because rational thinking is bypassed and messages are more readily accepted when exposed to fear (Brader, 2005; Perloff, 2010). Moreover, Jamieson and Cappella (2008) found that one of the strategies used by Fox News to frame John Kerry as an inadequate leader was to evoke “strong negative [emotions]” (6) in the audience. Regarding Supreme Court Justices as part of the governmental body that exercises power over the American people, the present study’s finding that Fox News conveys a sense of threat complies with Jamieson and Cappella’s finding. In contrast to fear, MSNBC underlines the notions of uncertainty and empathy, which is done by mostly including contributors who are affected by the rulings. While feelings of uncertainty can also lead to fear, appealing to empathy fosters a sense of community and understanding, that is, “you are not alone.” As Lakoff (2006) stated, the concept of community is essential to liberal ideology to achieve fulfillment in life. Moreover, the way in which the themes of empathy and uncertainty are emphasized is also resonates with liberal ideology. For instance, arguing that the Justices did not take the perspective of a disadvantaged group implies that they did not rule empathetically. Since empathy and equality are closely connected, not ruling empathetically fosters inequality.

CONCLUSION
Judicial tyranny or American justice? This question was the starting point for the present study and already indicated that the partisan news channels, Fox News and MSNBC, frame the U.S. Supreme Court in greatly different manners. The Supreme Court is dependent on high levels of public support in order to maintain its efficiency and legitimacy and if public support for the high Court sank dramatically, the Justices’ integrity and impartiality could be impaired. Due to the Court’s isolation from the public, the media has great control over the information the public bases its opinion about the Court on and, therefore, the media also affects how the public perceives the Court. It follows that the media’s representation of the Supreme Court is of special interest. With regard to the steadily increasing polarization of political and ideological views and to the partisan divide in levels of support for the Supreme Court, partisan news channels are of great interest as they cater to informed and politically engaged audiences with distinct ideological beliefs. Yet, previous research has extensively focused on how the public perceives the Court as well as on how the media can affect public opinion toward the Court, whereas only a few studies explored how news outlets precisely frame the Supreme Court. To contribute to the small body of existing research and to fill the knowledge gap, the present study conducted a qualitative frame analysis of Fox News and MSNBC evening news transcripts. In particular, the news coverage of the decisions in *Hobby Lobby* and *Obergefell v. Hodges* was analyzed to reveal the differences in the channels’ framing of the Court when the ruling does or does not comply with their ideological views and what strategies they use to reinforce their ideological beliefs.

In sum, the findings suggest that there is a correlation between how the Supreme Court is framed and whether the channel’s ideological leaning is reflected by the Court’s decision. Consequently, the Court is framed in a politicized manner when the decision does not reflect the channel’s ideological beliefs, whereas the Court’s distinctiveness from political institutions is emphasized when the decision complies with the channels’ ideological views. Consequently, the findings indicate that partisan channels’ coverage of polarizing decisions is asymmetrical and that their audiences are presented with vastly different information to base their evaluation of the judiciary on. This contrast is achieved through framing particular aspects of the Court, that is, by emphasizing and omitting specific pieces of information in order to encourage interpreting and evaluating the decision and the Court itself according to specific ideological preferences. Hence, the present study found that both channels appeal to distinct ideological values and frame their messages in a way that reinforces and strengthens these values. At the same time, however, conflicting views are opposed and marginalized. Hence, although both channels include opinions contrary to their own, it is argued that these are unreasonable as well as incompatible with the audience’s views. Moreover, it should be noted that the Court is rather described as a divided institution than as an entity, whereby it is possible to further emphasize the ideological differences between the Justices. Besides, the findings suggest that it is mostly the media (i.e., the channel or other contributors from the journalistic field) that is involved in the framing of the Supreme Court. Hence, it can be seen as a link between the Supreme Court and the public, capable of affecting the relationship between the two. The present study adds to the existing body of research on framing analysis, more specifically it adds to the knowledge of how partisan news outlets shape their narratives. Considering that the findings revealed that both partisan news channels reinforce their audiences’ ideological beliefs by framing their reports accordingly, the present study confirms previous research on partisan news (Chalif, 2011; Jamieson & Cappella, 2008; Levendusky, 2013a,b). Moreover, the findings can be related to LaRowe’s (2010) study since both studies...
investigated how the Supreme Court is framed at different points in time. While LaRowe found that the Supreme Court is mostly presented as an apolitical, unified entity, the findings of the present study show that the Supreme Court is increasingly framed as a political institution. This implies that the partisan divide, once only common to the political realm, has now also reached the judicial branch. For one, previous studies have shown that politicization of the Court leads to low levels of public support (Hamilton, 2012). This can also be observed through survey data that reveals that public confidence in the Court is at its lowest point since 1976 (McCarthy, 2015), while perceiving the Court as politicized has steadily increased. As a consequence, the Court’s legitimacy and independence are at risk, which are central to holding the balance between the three governmental branches and, consequently, fundamental for a sense of stability in the American government. Moreover, politicization of the Court also has consequences for the Supreme Court’s appointment process as the political parties become more inclined to only consider nominees that reflect their beliefs. It should be noted again that the media exercises great control over the decision whether to frame the Court as an extension to the political branches, in that the Justices base their rulings on the party affiliation of the President that nominated them, or to present their decisions as interpretations of the law and make them comprehensible to the public.

However, certain limitations have to be taken into consideration when evaluating the findings. On the one hand, it can be argued that qualitative research methods are inevitably subjective, at least to some extent. This issue was addressed by a great degree of transparency that provides insight into the research process. On the other hand, the analyzed sample is highly specialized and includes only a small number of transcripts, which means that findings resulting from the analysis cannot be generalized. Nevertheless, the present study provides knowledge about how the Supreme Court is presented in partisan news and, on a more general level, about how these news channels utilize framing to present reports in order to reinforce their audiences’ ideological beliefs. Apart from analyzing bigger samples, it would be interesting for future research to explore how left-leaning news outlets frame the Court during a Republican presidency in order to compare if these outlets respond in the same way as Fox News did in covering Hobby Lobby and Obergefell, that is, if liberal outlets frame the Court as a tool used against or by the administration as well. Besides, future studies could compare how partisan news’ framing of the Court differs from more centered news outlets’ framing, which might present rather neutral reports that possibly include elements from both sides of the debate. Finally, future research could investigate a greater timeframe in order to see how the media’s framing of the Court has changed over the years. Although LaRowe’s (2010) study analyzed newspaper articles on the Supreme Court from 1997 to 2004, however it would be interesting to see how television news framed the Court prior the advent of partisan channels, that is, early 1990s. Similarly, in order to further investigate the increasing politicization of the Court, studies could focus on the past 10 years considering that the partisan divide has expanded remarkably during that time.

Finally, it can be said that framing the U.S. Supreme Court as a symbol for judicial tyranny or American justice seems to be dependent on whether the Court’s decision reflects the partisan channels’ ideological beliefs. Thus, the audiences of partisan channels are presented two vastly different narratives of the same decision, each reinforcing their views and objecting to opposing ones.
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APPENDIX: FRAMING PROCESS

Fox News & Hobby Lobby

Open Coding: Check on Power, Compliance with Law, Consequences, Dissent, Fairness, Independence, Judges’ Leaning, Legal Principles, Political Influence, Protection by Supreme Court, Strict Scrutiny, Threat, War on Women

Axial Coding: Process, Use of Power, Dissenters

Selective Coding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Use of Power</th>
<th>Dissenters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not problematic because ruling based on RFRA, narrowly tailored, burden lifted</td>
<td>Not problematic because ruling based on RFRA, narrowly tailored, burden lifted</td>
<td>Fulfill institutional function, counterweight to Obama</td>
<td>Dissenters: women’s rights more important than religious freedom, want taxpayers to fund abortions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Majority</td>
<td>Supreme Court</td>
<td>Different ideologies, political motifs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good, fair, constitutional</td>
<td>Good, fair, constitutional</td>
<td>Strong, prepared, willing, protective</td>
<td>Scary, disturbing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appoint no more liberal Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSNBC & Obergefell v. Hodges

Open Coding: Ambiguity, Court & Politics, Inconsistency, Inequality, Interfering with Law, Legal Principles, Majority Being Unclear, No Empathy, No Explanation, Other Religions

Axial Coding: Process, Legal Abilities

Selective Coding:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Opposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process problematic because ruling does not comply with entire corpus of law, procedural fairness questioned, wrong understanding of religious freedom</td>
<td>Process problematic because ruling does not comply with entire corpus of law, procedural fairness questioned, wrong understanding of religious freedom</td>
<td>Court characterized by uncertainty, inequality, political motifs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supreme Court (especially majority)</td>
<td>Supreme Court (especially majority)</td>
<td>Judicial restraint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weird, poor judgment</td>
<td>Weird, poor judgment</td>
<td>Weird, unusual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No remedy/improvements needed</td>
<td>No remedy/improvements needed</td>
<td>Accept ruling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Remedy | Appoint no more liberal Justice |

Remedy | Judicial restraint |

Remedy | Supreme Court |

Remedy | No remedy/improvements needed |

Remedy | Accept ruling |

Remedy | Judicial restraint |

Remedy | Supreme Court |

Remedy | No remedy/improvements needed |

Remedy | Accept ruling |